TRAILER OVERHAULS FOR NORTH AMERICA
VEHICLE OVERHAUL
YOUR ADVANTAGES

For vehicles that have been in service for 10–15 years, Goldhofer recommends a general overhaul. In this process, the vehicle is completely reconditioned and updated to the latest available technologies. This full overhaul package offers not only a longer unit service life but also excellent value retention – for a safe, reliable and efficient operation. Quality is our primary objective.

We use only original factory approved components, factory trained technicians, and all work includes a factory based 1-year warranty. Our goal is to ensure that your overhauled trailer will leave our facility in the best condition with state of the art technology – and ready for a second reliable service life. Made for your mission.

FINANCIAL ADVANTAGES

OPEX VS CAPEX
+ Additional 10-15 years of vehicle service life
+ Optimized total cost of ownership
+ Higher resale value

BENEFITS FOR MAINTENANCE
+ Higher reliability
+ Increased availability of spare parts
+ One-stop shopping
+ 12-month warranty on the complete vehicle

BENEFITS FOR OPERATORS
+ Completely overhauled vehicles
+ Improved reliability & safety
+ Updated to the latest vehicle standards
VEHICLE OVERHAUL

Local vehicle inspection or initial inspection in the workshop. Complete dismantling of the trailer (removal of axle bogies, hydraulics, electricals, etc.) Full visual inspection on the frame. Sandblasting, primer and paint application to accommodate the latest attachment points.

ALL PARTS REPLACED WITH OEM QUALITY COMPONENTS:

+ Hydraulics (e.g. new or overhauled hydraulic cylinders, pumps and drive motors)
+ Electricals, completely new wires, connections, and plugs
+ Axles (brake components, bearings, slack adjuster, etc.)
+ Ball bearing race rings
+ Tires

UPGRADE TRAILER FUNCTIONALITY TO LATEST STANDARDS:

+ Clean and seal air tank & replace all air lines
+ Update air brake system to brass fittings
+ New hydraulic hoses
+ Change old style valves to new standard
+ Convert steering system from old “C&D” type to universal type
+ Upgraded leveling system (16-20mm lines)
+ Factory recertified
+ Complete new hydraulic oil for the system
+ 12-month factory warranty

PREMIUM VEHICLE OVERHAUL

This full overhaul package offers longer service life and excellent value retention – for a safe, reliable and efficient operation. Quality is the goal, and with Goldhofer that starts with the initial advisory service and support. The overhaul includes a one-year factory warranty and is performed by factory-trained personnel.

MODELS INCLUDE:

+ THP/SL, THP/SL-S, THP/SL-L, THP/H
+ PST/SL, PST/SL-E
+ THP/DR, THP/DC, THP/CA, THP/DR
NORTH AMERICA’S LEADING PROVIDER OF TRANSPORT TECHNOLOGY EQUIPMENT

From small excavators to wind blades, compact transformers, bulky machinery to mining machinery and parts to petrochemical plants: Without a doubt, our vehicles are operation-oriented and optimally adapted to the respective requirements of your transport tasks.
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